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Top Attractions: 15 Must-Visit Spots in the Solomon Islands
Explore the Solomon Islands' beauty and culture with our guide to 15 essential spots. From rainforests to
beaches, we blend celebrated attractions with hidden gems, informed by local and traveller
recommendations.

1. Marovo Lagoon: The world’s largest saltwater lagoon enchants with its breath-taking coral gardens and
exceptional diving spots. A UNESCO World Heritage site candidate, Marovo offers a unique blend of
natural beauty and cultural art.

2. Guadalcanal Battlefield: A pivotal WWII site, this battlefield tells the tales of courage and sacrifice.
Explore war memorials and relics scattered across the island, offering a solemn reminder of the past.

3. Mataniko &Tenaru Waterfalls: Hidden within the lush jungles, these waterfalls promise an adventurous
trek with a rewarding view. The cascading waters and serene pools make for a perfect refreshing dip.

4. Tavanipupu Private Island Resort: Once visited by royalty, this luxury resort on a private island offers
an exclusive getaway with stunning overwater bungalows and unparalleled serene beauty.

5. Bonegi Beach: Famous for its snorkelling and diving sites, Bonegi Beach is home to two sunken
Japanese warships accessible directly from the shore, offering a hauntingly beautiful underwater
experience.

6. Skull Island: A testament to the islands’ headhunting past, Skull Island holds the remnants of tribal
chiefs and warriors, surrounded by the tranquil beauty of the lagoons.

7. Honiara Central Market: The bustling market in the capital city offers a colourful array of local produce,
crafts, and a glimpse into the daily lives of the islanders.

8. Kennedy Island: Named after the late US President JFK, this tiny island offers pristine snorkelling
opportunities and a slice of WWII history.

9. Lake Tegano: Listed as a UNESCO World Heritage site, this freshwater lake on Rennell Island is known
for its unique biodiversity and enchanting natural beauty.

10. Gizo Island: Explore the vibrant market, dive into crystal-clear waters to witness the underwater
wonders, or simply soak in the sun on this lively island.

11. Malaita Island: Famous for its traditional kastom culture, Malaita offers a look into the Solomon Islands'
rich traditions with its unique music, dance, and crafts.

12. Roviana Lagoon: Experience the traditional Solomon Islands lifestyle, with excellent spots for fishing,
diving, and exploring historical sites.

13. Florida Islands (Nggela): A perfect mix of history and natural beauty, the Florida Islands offer serene
beaches, war relics, and stunning marine life.

14. Uepi Island: Renowned for its spectacular diving spots, Uepi Island is a paradise for underwater
adventurers looking to explore coral reefs and marine trenches.

15. Western Province’s Eco Lodges: Stay in eco-friendly accommodations that offer sustainable tourism
experiences, connecting you directly with nature and local communities.


